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Excalibur: The Camelot Wars (Book One)
November 22, 1963: The assassination of a president
devastates America. But a phone call brings even
more tragic news to Vikki Ward—her TV reporter
husband was found dead in his Dallas hotel room that
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morning. Finding his notes, Vikki realizes her husband
was embroiled in the plot to kill JFK—but his mission
was to prevent it. When the Dallas police rule his
death accidental, Vikki vows to find out who was
behind the murders of JFK and her husband. With the
help of her father and godfather, she sets out to
uncover the truth. Aldobrandi Po, the bodyguard hired
to protect Vikki, falls in love with her almost as soon
as he sets eyes on her. But he's engaged to be
married, and she’s still mourning her husband. Can
they ever hope to find happiness in the wake of all
this tragedy?

The Camelot Betrayal
RITA finalist and USA Today bestselling author Ruthie
Knox's Camelot series heats up in this sizzling eBook
original novel, featuring two headstrong souls who
bump heads—and bodies—as temptation and lust
bring nothing but delicious trouble. An accomplished
lawyer and driven single mother, Ellen Callahan isn't
looking for any help. She's doing just fine on her own.
So Ellen's more than a little peeved when her brother,
an international pop star, hires a security guard to
protect her from a prying press that will stop at
nothing to dig up dirt on him. But when the tanned
and toned Caleb Clark shows up at her door, Ellen
might just have to plead the fifth. Back home after a
deployment in Iraq and looking for work as a civilian,
Caleb signs on as Ellen's bodyguard. After combat in
the hot desert sun, this job should be a breeze. But
guarding the willful beauty is harder than he
imagined—and Caleb can't resist the temptation to
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mix business with pleasure. With their desires
growing more undeniable by the day, Ellen and Caleb
give in to an evening of steamy passion. But will they
ever be able to share more than just a one-night
stand? Praise for Along Came Trouble “One of the
reasons I so like [Ruthie Knox's] work is because [her]
heroines are women I personally can relate to. . . . I've
read Along Came Trouble twice and though I liked it
on the first pass, I really liked it on the second. It's a
smart, challenging, sexy, well-written book.”—Dear
Author “Knox writes incredible romance, and this one
is no exception. Readers will be mesmerized by the
complex relationships woven into her tale. A
fascinating hero who defines the word sexy, a heroine
who is extremely likable and pitch-perfect dialogue all
make this entry in the Camelot series an absolute
must-read.”—RT Book Reviews “Contemporary
romance readers will not want to miss the romantic,
heart-felt emotion along with all the sexy, steamy
goodness Ruthie Knox creates within the pages of
About Last Night.”—Fiction Vixen “A great new voice
in contemporary romance . . . hilarious, heartfelt, and
hot.”—New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Kristan Higgins “I'll read anything by Ruthie
Knox—her books are always sexy, funny, beautifully
poignant, and honest.”—Molly O'Keefe, bestselling
author of Crazy Thing Called Love Includes a special
message from the editor, as well as excerpts from
these Loveswept titles: How to Misbehave, Flirting
with Disaster, and About Last Night.

Schwann Record & Tape Guide
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Natasha Roth and her older brother, Arthur, have
removed the magical darkness that had fallen over
the land of Logres. But all actions have consequences.
Nimue, the Lady of the Lake, is now a sworn enemy.
Natasha realises that the only way the land of Logres
will truly be at peace is if the sorceress is removed
forever. So with her beloved Sir Bedivere, the feisty
Guinevere, and a trusty brethren of knights, Natasha
plots to free Logres from the malevolence of Nimue
once and for all. Yet Arthur also has problems. Now a
father to Mila, he starts to witness a terrifying change
over his girlfriend, Samantha, as she struggles to
contain the awakened powers of Morgana. With dark
magic coming at them from all sides, Natasha and
Arthur decide to make use of the Falls of Merlin: a
mystical landscape of waterfalls that connects 21st
century England with the mystical world they fell into.
A place that does not exist in the future. And by the
end, they will know why. As Natasha finally discovers
the truth about her past link to Logres a tragedy will
strike at her very heart. Can Arthur get his young
family back to the 21st century and still continue to
be the king that Logres demands he be? What is the
secret that Sir Gareth has been hiding all this time?
And who is the true owner of Excalibur?

From Scythia to Camelot
Arthurian book illustration, which came into its own in
the Arthurian Revival of the nineteenth century and
began to flourish as an important art form, has done
more than any other visual art to shape notions of
King Arthur and his court and to introduce the legends
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to the widest possible audience. Yet to date there has
been no comprehensive study of Arthurian
illustration. Illustrating Camelot fills this critical gap,
by examining the special collaboration between
illustrators and authors and exploring the ways that
the best Arthurian illustrators move beyond mere
reproduction to become interpretive readers of the
texts they embellish. In versions that range from
illustrated editions of Tennyson's Idylls of the King to
the numerous editions and popular children's
retellings of Malory's Morte d'Arthur and in forms that
range from Julia Margaret Cameron's landmark
photographic portraits to Russell Flint's lush
watercolours, from Gustave Doré's Gothic-styled
engravings to Howard Pyle's American-inspired
drawings, these illustrators - as this pioneering
volume demonstrates - not only reinterpret the
timeless tales but also reflect the values of their age.
Richly illustrated with both colour and black and white
plates, the book will appeal to anyone interested in
the stories of King Arthur and the world of Camelot.
BARBARA TEPA LUPACK is former Academic Dean at
SUNY and Fulbright Professor of American Literature
in Poland and France.

A Wrinkle in Time
A “provocative reconstruction of John F. Kennedy’s
‘five-year campaign’ for the White House” (The New
Yorker), beginning with his bold, failed attempt to win
the vice presidential nomination in 1956 and
culminating when he plotted his way to the
presidency and changed the way we nominate and
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elect presidents. John F. Kennedy and his young
warriors invented modern presidential politics. They
turned over accepted wisdom that his Catholicism
was a barrier to winning an election. They hired Louis
Harris to become the first presidential pollster. They
twisted arms and they charmed. They turned the
traditional party inside out. They invented The Missile
Gap in the Cold War and out-glamoured Richard Nixon
in the TV debates. Now “Thomas Oliphant and Curtis
Wilkie, both veteran political journalists, retell the
story of this momentous campaign, reminding us of
now forgotten details of Kennedy’s path to the White
House” (The Wall Street Journal). The authors have
examined more than 1,600 oral histories at the John
F. Kennedy library; they’ve interviewed surviving
sources, including JFK’s sister Jean Smith, and they
draw on their own interviews with insiders including
Ted Sorensen and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. From the
start of the campaign in 1955, “The Road to Camelot
brings much new insight to an important playbook
that has echoed through the campaigns of other
presidential aspirants as disparate as Barack Obama
and Donald Trump. The authors take us step by step
on the road to the Kennedy victory, leaving us with an
appreciation for the maniacal attention to detail of
both the candidate and his brother Robert, the best
campaign manager in American political history” (The
Washington Post). “A must-read for fans of
presidential history” (USA TODAY), this is “an
excellent chronicle of JFK’s innovations, his true
personality, and how close he came to losing” (Kirkus
Reviews, starred review).
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Queen of Camelot
The Twelfth Knight
This volume boldly proposes that the core of the
Arthurian and Holy Grail traditions derived not from
Celtic mythology, but rather from the folklore of the
peoples of ancient Scythia (what are now the South
Russian and Ukrainian steppes). Also includes 19
maps.

Code Name Camelot - A Noah Wolf
Thriller
The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Sure, opposites
attract, but in this sexy, smart, eBook original
romance from RITA finalist and bestselling author
Ruthie Knox, they positively combust! When a
buttoned-up banker falls for a bad girl, “about last
night” is just the beginning. Cath Talarico knows a
mistake when she makes it, and God knows she’s
made her share. So many, in fact, that this Chicago
girl knows London is her last, best shot at starting
over. But bad habits are hard to break, and soon Cath
finds herself back where she has vowed never to go . .
. in the bed of a man who is all kinds of wrong: too
rich, too classy, too uptight for a free-spirited
troublemaker like her. Nev Chamberlain feels trapped
and miserable in his family’s banking empire. But
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beneath his pinstripes is an artist and bohemian
struggling to break free and lose control. Mary
Catherine—even her name turns him on—with her
tattoos, her secrets, and her gamine, sex-starved
body, unleashes all kinds of fantasies. When blue
blood mixes with bad blood, can a couple that is
definitely wrong for each other ever be perfectly
right? And with a little luck and a lot of love, can they
make last night last a lifetime? Includes a special
message from the editor, as well as excerpts from
these Loveswept titles: Because of You, Ride with Me,
and Midnight Hour.

Illustrating Camelot
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
LIBRARY JOURNAL AND RT BOOK REVIEWS • In this
scorching-hot Camelot novel from RITA finalist and
bestselling author Ruthie Knox, a no-strings fling looks
an awful lot like falling in love—or flirting with
disaster. Fresh out of a fiasco of a marriage, Katie
Clark has retreated to her hometown to start over.
The new Katie is sophisticated, cavalier, and hell-bent
on kicking butt at her job in her brother’s security
firm. But on her first assignment—digging up the truth
about the stalker threatening a world-famous singersongwriter—Katie must endure the silent treatment
from a stern but sexy partner who doesn’t want her
help . . . or her company. Sean Owens knows that if
he opens his mouth around Katie, she’ll instantly
remember him as the geeky kid who sat behind her in
high school. Silence is golden, but he can’t keep quiet
forever, not with Katie stampeding through their
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investigation. It’s time for Sean to step up and take
control of the case, and his decade-old crush. If he
can break through Katie’s newfound independence,
they just might find they make a perfect team—on
the road, on the job, and in bed. Praise for Flirting
with Disaster “Knox’s Camelot, Ohio, books showcase
just what this author does best, create love stories
that feature real people in situations that readers can
understand and with which they can empathize. . . .
Additionally, she writes absolutely smoking-hot love
scenes! Her heroes and her heroines redeem and
save each other. Love doesn’t conquer all, but it
makes life a whole lot sweeter.”—Library Journal
“Flirting with Disaster is, at heart, a love story and it’s
one that Ms. Knox makes sweet and sexy. The scenes
between Sean and Katie are filled with wit and
want.”—All About Romance “What I love most about
the way Ruthie Knox writes is her fantastic ability to
turn the ordinary into something very special. . . .
There were so many moments in the book that made
me smile and laugh, and that’s the beauty of her
writing. I was rooting for both Katie and Sean
throughout the entire book, and I was very satisfied
with how it came about.”—Paranormal Haven “Two
thumbs up for this author who has this girl crushing
hard on her stories!”—Living in a Fictional World “Her
ability to infuse her writing with such humor and heart
is what makes it so appealing to readers. I can always
count on Knox to make me smile with one of her
books.”—Under the Covers “Sean and Katie are a
couple that you must get to know. They’re charming
together, a perfect fit and I loved their banter and
play on page. Tack on a sweet epilogue at the end,
and Flirting with Disaster is one very satisfying
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read.”—Happily Ever After-Reads “A great new voice
in contemporary romance . . . hilarious, heartfelt, and
hot.”—New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Kristan Higgins “I’ll read anything by Ruthie
Knox—her books are always sexy, funny, beautifully
poignant, and honest.”—Molly O’Keefe, bestselling
author of Crazy Thing Called Love Includes a special
message from the editor, as well as excerpts from
these Loveswept titles: How to Misbehave, Along
Came Trouble, and About Last Night.

About Last Night
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
I’m an outcast and a loner, named for death itself.
Fate wasn’t supposed to have plans for me. But then
she came back—the girl I once kissed in a thorncovered chapel in the woods. She came back, and I
could no more resist her than I could pry out my own
heart. And by some trick of fate, she wants me as
much as I want her. The only problem? She also wants
the man who owns Thornchapel, Auden Guest. And so
do I. Eight years ago, I did something to Auden,
something terrible. He hurt me back the only way he
knew how, and so here we are: our hatred seasoned
with pain and my loneliness seasoned with longing.
The only thing we can agree on is Proserpina
Markham, and she wants us to find a way to be
together—all three of us. If Auden wants to earn her
as his submissive, then he has to earn me as well. But
with the discovery of bones behind the altar and the
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carnal revel of Beltane fast approaching, it’s
becoming clear that Thornchapel’s secrets are much
deeper and older than any of us could have ever
guessed. And no matter how bright and merry a feast
of sparks may be, it’s always followed by ashes. And
darkness.

Roman Holiday: The Complete Adventure
(2-Book Bundle: The Adventure Begins
and The Adventure Continues)
"Fascinating. . . . Kiersten White has taken the best
parts of the Arthurian legend and made them all her
own."--Renée Ahdieh, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Wrath and the Dawn series. A new
fantasy series set in the world of Camelot that
bestselling author Christina Lauren calls "brilliant,"
reimagining the Arthurian legend . . . where nothing is
as magical and terrifying as a girl. Princess Guinevere
has come to Camelot to wed a stranger: the
charismatic King Arthur. With magic clawing at the
kingdom's borders, the great wizard Merlin conjured a
solution--send in Guinevere to be Arthur's wife . . .
and his protector from those who want to see the
young king's idyllic city fail. The catch? Guinevere's
real name--and her true identity--is a secret. She is a
changeling, a girl who has given up everything to
protect Camelot. To keep Arthur safe, Guinevere must
navigate a court in which the old--including Arthur's
own family--demand things continue as they have
been, and the new--those drawn by the dream of
Camelot--fight for a better way to live. And always, in
the green hearts of forests and the black depths of
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lakes, magic lies in wait to reclaim the land. Deadly
jousts, duplicitous knights, and forbidden romances
are nothing compared to the greatest threat of all: the
girl with the long black hair, riding on horseback
through the dark woods toward Arthur. Because when
your whole existence is a lie, how can you trust even
yourself? *THE FIRST BOOK IN THE CAMELOT RISING
TRILOGY* "A rare and enviable mix of impeccable
writing, heart-stopping action, lush scenery, and
complex, relatable characters . . . brilliant!" --New
York Times bestselling author Christina Lauren
"Stunning. . . . will leave every reader hungry for
more." --Somaiya Daud, author of the Mirage series

After Camelot
This early work by William Wymark Jacobs was
originally published in 1902 and we are now
republishing it with a brand new introductory
biography. Jacobs worked as a clerk in the civil
service before turning to writing in his late twenties,
publishing his first short story in 1895. Most of Jacobs'
work appeared before the onset of World War I, and
although the majority of his output was humorous in
tone, he is best-remembered now for his macabre
tales, particularly those contained in his 1902
collection The Lady of the Barge, such as 'The
Monkey's Paw' and 'The Toll House'.

How to Misbehave: A Rouge
Contemporary Romance
Good girls know how to misbehave As program
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director for the Camelot Community Center, Amber
Clark knows how to keep her cool. That is, until a
sudden tornado warning forces her to take shelter in a
darkened basement with a man whose sex appeal
fulfils her every fantasy. Building contractor Tony
Mazzara was just looking to escape nature’s fury.
Instead, he finds himself all tangled up with lovely
Amber. But can he let go of his painful past and look
to a future he never dreamed existed?

The Guinevere Deception
A battle is comingand the immortal knights aren't
ready.Will an orphan be the key?For fifteen hundred
years Lucan has waged war with the greatest enemy
the world has ever knownand fought the ancient
curse that means loving someone with all his heart
and soul might be the reason they die.Tom wasn't
supposed to be born twice.How, as a young child, had
he even heard the monsters at all?How, as an adult, is
he caught up in a deadly battle to fight evil, but
cannot get one stubborn man to even acknowledge
he exists?Time is running out, not just to unravel the
secrets of Tom's destiny, but for Tom to show Lucan
that loving someone with all that they have doesn't
mean breaking their heart.Or does it?

The Road to Camelot
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
LIBRARY JOURNAL • RITA finalist and bestselling
author Ruthie Knox returns to her spectacular
Camelot series with a tale of desire reinvented. A
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hotel bar. A sexy stranger. A night of passion. There’s
a part of Amber Mazzara that wants those things,
wants to have a moment—just one—when life isn’t a
complicated tangle of house and husband and kids
and careers. Then, after a long, exhausting “vacation”
with her family, her husband surprises her with a gift:
a few days on the beach . . . alone. Only she won’t be
alone for long, because a handsome man just bought
her a drink. He’s cool, he’s confident, and he wants to
take Amber to bed and keep her there for days. Lucky
for them both, he’s her husband. He’s got only a few
days in Jamaica to make her wildest desires come
true, but if he can pull it off, there’s reason to believe
that this fantasy can last a lifetime. Praise for Making
It Last “Knox’s Camelot, Ohio, books showcase just
what this author does best, create love stories that
feature real people in situations that readers can
understand and with which they can empathize. . . .
Additionally, she writes absolutely smoking-hot love
scenes! Her heroes and her heroines redeem and
save each other. Love doesn’t conquer all, but it
makes life a whole lot sweeter.”—Library Journal “It
felt very realistic to me.”—Smexy Books “I adored this
book. It has the ‘feels’ and it made me tear
up.”—Paranormal Haven “There is no way I would
have missed reading Making It Last. Seeing the
evolution of their relationship, and their continuing
desire and passion for each other despite what life
has thrown their way was fantastic. If you haven’t
read Ruthie Knox’s Camelot series, you are totally
missing out!”—My Written Romance “This was a story
I couldn’t put down.”—Happily Ever After-Reads “An
insightful, intelligent look into a marriage gone
stale.”—Fresh Fiction Praise for Ruthie Knox “A great
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new voice in contemporary romance . . . hilarious,
heartfelt, and hot.”—New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Kristan Higgins “Knox writes
incredible romance.”—RT Book Reviews “I’ll read
anything by Ruthie Knox—her books are always sexy,
funny, beautifully poignant, and honest.”—Molly
O’Keefe, bestselling author of Crazy Thing Called Love
“One of the reasons I so like [Ruthie Knox’s] work is
because [her] heroines are women I personally can
relate to.”—Dear Author Includes a special message
from the editor, as well as an excerpt from the
Loveswept title Flirting with Disaster.

Feast of Sparks
In this fun, scorching-hot eBook original romance by
RITA finalist and New York Times bestselling author
Ruthie Knox, a cross-country bike adventure takes a
detour into unexplored passion. As readers will
discover, Ride with Me is not about the bike! When
Lexie Marshall places an ad for a cycling companion,
she hopes to find someone friendly and fun to cross
the TransAmerica Trail with. Instead, she gets Tom
Geiger—a lean, sexy loner whose bad attitude
threatens to spoil the adventure she’s spent years
planning. Roped into the cycling equivalent of a blind
date by his sister, Tom doesn’t want to ride with a
chatty, go-by-the-map kind of woman, and he
certainly doesn’t want to want her. Too bad the sight
of Lexie with a bike between her thighs really turns
his crank. Even Tom’s stubborn determination to keep
Lexie at a distance can’t stop a kiss from leading to
endless nights of hotter-than-hot sex. But when the
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wild ride ends, where will they go next? Includes a
special message from the editor, as well as excerpts
from these Loveswept titles: In the Arms of the Law,
Ivy Secrets, and Because of You.

Along Came Trouble
An intimate portrait of the life of Jackie O… Few of us
can claim to be the authors of our fate. Jacqueline
Bouvier Kennedy knows no other choice. With the
eyes of the world watching, Jackie uses her effortless
charm and keen intelligence to carve a place for
herself among the men of history and weave a fairy
tale for the American people, embodying a senator’s
wife, a devoted mother, a First Lady—a queen in her
own right. But all reigns must come to an end. Once
JFK travels to Dallas and the clock ticks down those
thousand days of magic in Camelot, Jackie is forced to
pick up the ruined fragments of her life and forge
herself into a new identity that is all her own, that of
an American legend.

And They Called It Camelot
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
LIBRARY JOURNAL • What woman can resist a hot
man in a hard hat? RITA finalist and bestselling author
Ruthie Knox kicks off her Camelot series with this
deliciously sexy novella, in which a good girl learns
how to misbehave . . . with all her heart. As program
director for the Camelot Community Center, Amber
Clark knows how to keep her cool. That is, until a
sudden tornado warning forces her to take shelter in a
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darkened basement with a hunk of man whose sex
appeal green lights her every fantasy. With a voice
that would melt chocolate, he asks her if she is okay.
Now she’s hot all over and wondering: How does a girl
make a move? Building contractor Tony Mazzara was
just looking to escape nature’s fury. Instead, he finds
himself all tangled up with lovely Amber. Sweet and
sexy, she’s ready to unleash her wild side. Their
mutual desire reaches a fever pitch and creates a
storm of its own—unexpected, powerful, and
unforgettable. But is it bigger than Tony can handle?
Can he let go of painful memories and let the force of
this remarkable woman show him a future he never
dreamed existed? Praise for How to Misbehave
“Knox’s Camelot, Ohio, books showcase just what this
author does best, create love stories that feature real
people in situations that readers can understand and
with which they can empathize. . . . Additionally, she
writes absolutely smoking-hot love scenes! Her
heroes and her heroines redeem and save each other.
Love doesn’t conquer all, but it makes life a whole lot
sweeter.”—Library Journal “How I love anything by
Ruthie Knox!”—Kristan Higgins, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author “I’ll read anything by
Ruthie Knox—her books are always sexy, funny, and
beautifully poignant and honest.”—Molly O’Keefe,
bestselling author of Crazy Thing Called Love Includes
a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts
from these Loveswept titles: Along Came Trouble,
Flirting with Disaster, and Room at the Inn.

Schwann Long Playing Record Catalog
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To battle an ancient evil, the greatest weapon each
hero will have is each other.Hundreds of years ago,
facing defeat, the witch Morgana sent monsters into
the future to vanquish a humanity King Arthur
wouldn't be able to save. The King might have won
the battle, but now, centuries later, a few chosen men
will have to fight the war.Merlin always hated being
named after some mythological wizard. His dad had
been obsessed with the magic man of King Arthur's
Court before his untimely death - a loss that had sent
Mel reeling in a downward spiral. He is ill-prepared, to
say the least, for the outrageous claims of a proper
English knight bent on overcoming evil.Born a
commoner, Lancelot was never supposed to be a
knight in his own time, never mind now in a modern
world he is so woefully untrained to protect. Thrown
into a battle centuries in the making, this flawed hero,
and a young man too-used to battling monsters of the
present day, will have to come together in a last
desperate fight to save humanity.Can Mel and Lance
defeat the greatest enemy the world has ever known?
Or in the midst of fighting evil, will they discover the
real threat has always been a shattered heart?And
what if the one fight they cannot ever hope to win is
with themselves?

How to Misbehave: A Novella
They say that every tragic hero has a fatal flaw, a
secret sin, a tiny stitch sewn into his future since
birth. And here I am. My sins are no longer secret. My
flaws have never been more fatal. And I’ve never
been closer to tragedy than I am now. I am a man
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who loves, a man whose love demands much in
return. I am a king, a king who was foolish enough to
build a kingdom on the bones of the past. I am a
husband and a lover and a soldier and a father and a
president. And I will survive this. Long live the king.

Flirting with Disaster
Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change.
When the twins' grandmother gives them a treasured
fairy-tale book, they have no idea they're about to
enter a land beyond all imagining: the Land of Stories,
where fairy tales are real. But as Alex and Conner
soon discover, the stories they know so well haven't
ended in this magical land - Goldilocks is now a
wanted fugitive, Red Riding Hood has her own
kingdom, and Queen Cinderella is about to become a
mother! The twins know they must get back home
somehow. But with the legendary Evil Queen hot on
their trail, will they ever find the way? The Land of
Stories: The Wishing Spell brings readers on a thrilling
quest filled with magic spells, laugh-out-loud humour
and page-turning adventure.

The Camelot Series 4-Book Bundle
The Lady of Shalott
The Writings of Mark Twain [pseud.]: A
Conecticut Yankee in King Arthur's court
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TROUBLE HAS ARRIVED Elisa Cardoso longs for
passion in her life. Though she'd much rather spend
her days photographing the stunning Wyoming
landscape, food photography is a lucrative, if
uninspiring, way to pay her bills. But when her next
assignment brings her face to face with sexy
restaurant owner Brody McDermott, Elisa can't deny
the delicious effect he has on her. From the minute
Brody sees Elisa, he's dying to unleash her inner bad
girl. He knows there's more to the sophisticated
photographer than meets the eye. Now getting the
sexy shutterbug into his bed is on his menu, but when
she starts making her way into his heart-big problem.
Love has been tricky for Brody, and he's not too eager
to try his luck again. But when a golden opportunity
means Elisa may be leaving Trouble for good, can
Brody find the courage to grab on to love . . . before it
slips away?

Dead Of Knight
Lancelot, the greatest Knight of Camelot, is almost
flogged to death, exiled, and stripped of the King's
grace. He travels from England to Europe to begin a
lonely, desperate life when he meets someone who
will alter his perspective forever. Suddenly, he is
trapped into a fate which forces his return to England
where he must fight to regain his honor and his King's
life.

American King
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery
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Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry,
her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother
had come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack
when they were upset by the arrival of a most
disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the
unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a
downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit down for a
moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of
ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a
tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't
know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the
reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual
book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal
in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and
time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe
(athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in
high school). They are in search of Meg's father, a
scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government on the tesseract problem.

The Monkey's Paw
The wait is over with this eBook bundle that includes
all ten episodes of Ruthie Knox’s steamy, irresistible
serial, Roman Holiday. Like all the greatest road trips,
Ashley and Roman’s journey is full of unforgettable
twists and turns. But what’s their final destination?
EPISODE 1: CHAINED EPISODE 2: HITCHED EPISODE 3:
BLINDSIDED EPISODE 4: RAVAGED EPISODE 5:
IGNITED EPISODE 6: MISTAKEN EPISODE 7:
RENOUNCED EPISODE 8: STRIPPED EPISODE 9:
TRANSFORMED EPISODE 10: CLAIMED Ashley
Bowman has always been impetuous, but even she is
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a little shocked when she chains herself to a palm
tree in the Florida Keys hours before a hurricane is
due to blow in. It’s all with the hope of saving her
childhood home from a heartless Miami developer.
But the moment she meets Roman Díaz she realizes
he does have a heart—it’s just encased in ice.
Ashley’s determined to get Roman to crack . . . even if
she has to drag him all over the eastern seaboard to
do it. Roman can hardly believe he’s been talked into
driving across the country with this brazen wild child
in a skimpy bikini. He tells himself he had no
choice—Ashley insists he meets the elderly snowbirds
whose community will be displaced by his careermaking development deal. But in truth he knows that
there’s something about Ashley that makes him want
to get a little wild himself . . . and the closer they get,
the more tempted he becomes. Praise for Ruthie Knox
“A great new voice in contemporary romance . . .
hilarious, heartfelt, and hot.”—New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author Kristan Higgins “Knox
writes incredible romance.”—RT Book Reviews “I’ll
read anything by Ruthie Knox—her books are always
sexy, funny, beautifully poignant, and honest.”—Molly
O’Keefe, bestselling author of Crazy Thing Called Love
“One of the reasons I so like [Ruthie Knox’s] work is
because [her] heroines are women I personally can
relate to.”—Dear Author

Making It Last: A Novella
Truly
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Merlyn Britannicus and Uther Pendragon---the Silver
Bear and the Red Dragon---are the leaders of the
Colony, lifeblood to the community from which will
come the fabled Camulod. But soon their tranquility is
in ruins, Uther lies dead from treachery, and all that is
left of the dream is the orphaned babe Arthur. Heir to
the Colony of Camulod, born with Roman heritage as
well as the blood of the Hibernians and the Celts,
Arthur is the living incarnation of the sacred dream of
his ancestors: independent survival in Britain amidst
the ruins of the Roman Empire. When Arthur is
adopted by Merlyn Britannicus, an enormous
responsibility is placed on Merlyn's shoulders. Now he
must prepare young Arthur to unify the clans of
Britain and guard the mighty sword Excalibur. And,
above all, Merlyn must see that Arthur survives to
achieve the rest of his ancestors' dreams, in spite of
the deadly threats rumbling from the Saxon Shore.
"Of the scores of novels based on Arthurian legend,
Whyte's Camulod series is distinctive, particularly in
the rendering of its leading players and the residual
Roman influences that survived in Britain during the
Dark Ages."--The Washington Post At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Saxon Shore
A narrative poem about the death of Elaine, "the lily
maid of Astolat".

The Spirit of Nimue
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NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
LIBRARY JOURNAL Showcasing New York Times
bestselling author Ruthie Knox’s signature charm and
wit, these sensual, relatable contemporary romances
tell the story of the Clarks of Camelot, Ohio: regular
men and women whose love lives are anything but.
Now available in one enchanting eBook bundle is the
entire series—the novels Along Came Trouble and
Flirting with Disaster and the novellas How to
Misbehave and Making It Last. Here’s your chance to
discover this delightful new voice. HOW TO
MISBEHAVE What woman can resist a hot man in a
hard hat? As program director for the Camelot
Community Center, Amber Clark knows how to keep
her cool. That is, until a sudden tornado warning
forces her to take shelter in a dark basement with
building contractor Tony Mazzara, a hunk of a man
whose sex appeal green-lights her every fantasy. With
a voice that would melt chocolate, he asks her if she
is okay. Now she’s hot all over and wondering: How
does a girl make a move? ALONG CAME TROUBLE An
accomplished lawyer and driven single mother, Ellen
Callahan isn’t looking for any help. So when her
brother, an international pop star, hires a security
guard for her, Ellen’s more than a little peeved—until
the tanned and toned Caleb Clark shows up at her
door. Back home after a deployment in Iraq and
looking for work, Caleb expected this job to be a
breeze. But guarding the willful beauty—and resisting
the temptation to mix business with pleasure—is
harder than he ever imagined. FLIRTING WITH
DISASTER Fresh out of a fiasco of a marriage, Katie
Clark is hell-bent on kicking butt in her new job at her
brother’s security firm. But on her first assignment,
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Katie must endure the silent treatment from a stern
but sexy partner who doesn’t want her company.
Sean Owens knows that if he opens his mouth, Katie
will remember him as the geek who sat behind her in
high school. If only Sean can take control of his
decade-old crush, they just might make a perfect
team—on the road, on the job, and in bed. MAKING IT
LAST A hotel bar. A sexy stranger. A night of passion.
There’s a part of Amber Mazzara that wants one
moment when life isn’t a complicated tangle of house
and kids and careers. Then, after an exhausting
“vacation” with her family, she receives a surprise
gift: a few days on the beach . . . alone. But she won’t
be alone for long, because a handsome man just
bought her a drink. He’s cool, he’s confident, and he
wants to take Amber to bed for days. Lucky for them
both, he’s her husband. Praise for Ruthie Knox and
her Camelot series “Knox’s Camelot, Ohio, books
showcase just what this author does best, create love
stories that feature real people in situations that
readers can understand and with which they can
empathize. . . . Additionally, she writes absolutely
smoking-hot love scenes! Her heroes and her
heroines redeem and save each other. Love doesn’t
conquer all, but it makes life a whole lot
sweeter.”—Library Journal “A great new voice in
contemporary romance . . . hilarious, heartfelt, and
hot.”—New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Kristan Higgins “Knox writes incredible
romance.”—RT Book Reviews “I’ll read anything by
Ruthie Knox—her books are always sexy, funny,
beautifully poignant, and honest.”—Molly O’Keefe,
bestselling author of Crazy Thing Called Love
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Werner's Magazine
King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table have
been reborn to save the world from the clutches of
Morgana while she propels our modern world into the
middle ages. Morgana’s first attack came in a red fog
that wiped out all modern technology. The entire
planet was pushed back into the middle ages. Her
next attack came in the green fog. The green fog
carried her soldiers. Her soldiers easily defeated the
weaponless armies. The world descended into chaos.
But hope is not yet lost— King Arthur, Merlin, and the
Knights of the Round Table have been reborn.

Ride with Me
WATCH THE WORLD PREMIERE OF THE KENNEDYS AFTER CAMELOT MINISERIES ON REELZCHANNEL,
SUNDAY APRIL 2. From the New York Times
bestselling author of Jackie, Ethel, Joan - Women of
Camelot, comes an engrossing and revealing portrait
of the next generation of Kennedys. For more than
half a century, Americans have been captivated by
the Kennedys - their joy and heartbreak, tragedy and
triumph, the dark side and the remarkable
achievements. In this ambitious and sweeping
account, J. Randy Taraborrelli continues the family
chronicle begun with his bestselling Jackie, Ethel,
Joan: Women of Camelot and provides a behind-thescenes look at the years "after Camelot." He
describes the challenges Bobby's children faced as
they grew into adulthood; Eunice and Sargent
Shriver's remarkable philanthropic work; the sudden
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death of JFK JR; and the stoicism and grace of his
sister Caroline. He also brings into clear focus the
complex and intriguing story of Ted Kennedy and
shows how he influenced the sensibilities of the next
generation and challenged them to uphold the
Kennedy name. Based on extensive research,
including hundreds of exclusive interviews, After
Camelot captures the wealth, glamour, and fortitude
for which the Kennedys are so well known. With this
book, Taraborrelli takes readers on an epic journey as
he unfolds the ongoing saga of the nation's most
famous -- and controversial -- family.

Le Morte D'Arthur
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
LIBRARY JOURNAL RITA finalist and New York Times
bestselling author Ruthie Knox kicks off a steamy
series set in the city that never sleeps—alone, at
least. May Fredericks hates New York. Which is fair
enough, since New York seems to hate her back. After
relocating to Manhattan from the Midwest to be with
her long-distance boyfriend, NFL quarterback Thor
Einarsson, May receives the world’s worst marriage
proposal, stabs the jerk with a shrimp fork, and
storms off alone—only to get mugged. Now she’s got
no phone, no cash, and no friends. How’s a nice girl
supposed to get back to safe, sensible Wisconsin?
Frankly, Ben Hausman couldn’t care less. Sure, it’s
not every day he meets a genuine, down-to-earth
woman like May—especially in a dive in the
Village—but he’s recovering from an ugly divorce that
cost him his restaurant. He wants to be left alone to
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start over and become a better man. Then again,
playing the white knight to May’s sexy damsel in
distress would be an excellent place to start—if only
he can give her one very good reason to love New
York. Praise for Truly “Knox writes such sultry,
detailed romance. The sexual tension and the sex
itself are very hot. . . . Highly recommend this
story.”—Smexy Books “Truly is another Knox classic.
Well written, heartwarming, sweet, super sexy with a
dash of heartbreak and soul-searching, I devoured
this fabulous story. . . . An absolutely fabulous read
about two imperfect people . . . I can’t wait to see
what Ruthie Knox will come up with next.”—The
Brunette Librarian “Knox is rapidly becoming my go-to
author for excellent contemporary romance, providing
all of the necessary components to a great read:
accessible characters, solid plot, well-paced events
and a whole lotta steam. And she delivers it all here. .
. . Knox is amazingly talented at incorporating
emotion with the physical that fairly sizzles with heat.
I strongly encourage readers to immediately read this
wonderful book.”—Pretty Sassy Cool “Knox is an
incredible writer. She has the gift of making ordinary
people larger than life. She adds a special blend of
humor, creative dialogue, unique characters, and an
interesting plot with its own magical flare. . . . These
two vastly different people will discover the magic of
life, love, and happiness in a new way. . . . They will
console each other about their past failures, cheer
each other on, and find their chemistry is much more
than sexual. . . . I highly recommend this
book.”—Smut Book Junkie Book Reviews “Well written
and my favorite Ruthie Knox book to date, Truly is a
powerful story and an amazing journey of selfPage 28/32
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discovery with a sexy love story thrown in for good
measure!”—Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews “Truly is
one of those stories that just got under my skin and
into my heart. . . . It’s not just a romance, it’s a story
of two people finding a new path at those crossroads
in life we all have to face from time to time. And while
the romance between Ben and May is hot and
intimate, it is their individual discovery of the path
into their future that really hit home with me. This
was the story that made me a Ruthie Knox fan for life.
If you haven’t read it, I wholeheartedly recommend it.
The writing is top notch and the story is interesting,
fast paced and has very unique characters.”—Red Hot
+ Blue Reads

Along Came Trouble
The End of Camelot
Return to a time of legend—the days of Guinevere
and Arthur and the glory that was to become Camelot
On the night of Guinevere’s birth, a wise woman
declares a prophecy of doom for the child: She will be
gwenhwyfar, the white shadow, destined to betray
her king, and be herself betrayed. Years pass, and
Guinevere becomes a great beauty, riding free across
Northern Wales on her beloved horse. She is
entranced by the tales of the valorous Arthur, a
courageous warrior who seems to Guinevere no mere
man, but a legend. Then she finds herself betrothed
to that same famous king, a hero who commands her
willing devotion. Just as his knights and all his
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subjects, she falls under Arthur’s spell. At the side of
King Arthur, Guinevere reigns strong and true. Yet she
soon learns how the dark prophecy will reveal itself.
She is unable to conceive. Arthur’s only true heir is
Mordred, offspring of a cursed encounter with the
witch Morgause. Now Guinevere must make a fateful
choice: She decides to raise Mordred, teaching him to
be a ruler and to honor Camelot. She will love him like
a mother. Mordred will be her greatest joy–and the
key to her ultimate downfall. “Guinevere comes
alive—a strong, resourceful, and compassionate
woman, accessible to modern folk . . . The ArthurGuinevere-Lancelot triangle comes alive as
well—believable, poignant, and bearing the seeds of
tragedy.”—Katherine Kurtz

Lancelot and the Wolf
"AMAZON #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR" ONE OF THE
BEST NEW VOICES IN THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE
David Archer is back with a vengeance with his
newest hero, Noah Wolf. After fans raved about his
debut series, The Sam Prichard Novels, Archer now is
about to back even harder. People are already
throwing out names like Mitch Rapp and Alex Cross,
but don't take my word for it. See what all the fuss is
about before Archer becomes a household name!
After witnessing the murder-suicide of his parents as
a child, Noah suffers from a form of PTSD that has left
him without emotion, without a conscience and
without the ability to function as a normal human
being. With the help of childhood friends, he learns to
watch others around him and mimic their behaviors,
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in order to conceal the fact that his mind operates
more like a computer that he has spent years
programming. That program is what allows Noah to
pass himself off as normal, by establishing
parameters of right and wrong that are completely
inviolable to him. As a young adult, Noah finds
structure in the U.S. Army, and becomes an excellent
and exemplary soldier, but when his self-imposed
programming is put to the test by the murderous acts
of the superior officer, Noah finds himself quickly
made expendable, charged with crimes he did not
commit and facing the possibility of execution.
Without any reasonable hope for a reprieve, Noah's
logic-based mind accepts his fate. Sometimes,
though, things are not all as they seem to be, and
Noah is offered one chance to save himself. It was his
disability, his lack of emotion, that made him the
soldier he had become. Now, an ultrasecret
organization known as E & E wants Noah's talents,
offering him a chance to survive As the most deadly
assassin the world has ever known."

Werner's Magazine
When a rescue goes awry and results in the death of
something precious, the devastated Guinevere,
impersonated by a changeling witch, returns to
Camelot to find the greatest threat yet--the real
Guinevere's younger sister.
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